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About This Game
Road Not Taken is a roguelike puzzle game about surviving life’s surprises. You play as a ranger adventuring through a vast,
unforgiving forest in the aftermath of a brutal winter storm, rescuing children who have lost their way. Randomly generated
levels deliver a limitless supply of possibilities to explore and challenges to overcome. Your actions will influence not only your
own story, but that of the villagers you hope to befriend and the town you call home.

Story Details:
Each time you play Road Not Taken, you're likely to experience a very different story. The paths you take will change; the
relationships you pursue will twist in ways you did not expect. Which, as it happens, is just like real life.
The villagers of Road Not Taken believe that there is an optimal path through life: a good person gets a job, falls in love and has
children. You won't follow this path. Can you find your own unique way through a life?

Gameplay Details:
No path leads to the same destination in Road Not Taken. The trails you take will change, the relationships you pursue will twist
in ways you might not expect, and the narrative you create with every action will be yours to decide. Every playthrough offers
new and unusual creatures to encounter, secrets and items to discover, townsfolk to build relationships with, and devilish, handcrafted puzzle rooms to solve.
Brains, Not Brawn
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Your character has the magical ability to levitate and move objects. You must figure out how to use your talents and tactics to
circumvent or defeat a wide variety of dangerous creatures, obstacles, and boss encounters.
Get Lost in the Wild
Road Not Taken is brought to life with gorgeous 2D artwork, expressively charming sprite design, and an evocative,
atmospheric soundtrack. Every puzzle is a challenge of exploration and strategy, testing players to think before taking each step
forward.
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Title: Road Not Taken
Genre: Indie
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Spry Fox LLC
Publisher:
Spry Fox LLC
Release Date: 5 Aug, 2014
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP
Memory: 2 GB RAM

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese
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Listen. Children. I love this game.
Even though I have lots of other games that I haven't finished or haven't even played yet despite owning a copy, I cannot stop
playing this game. Granted, it plays with my heartstrings when I'm unable to save a child in the same room as I am. But that's
life. There will be days when something happens and you have to live with it.
And IF there's a problem with the game. You just have to message the developers. It didn't take too long for them to help me
with my problem when I was stuck cuz some items didn't spawn.
I'm just saying it's a beautiful game. It messes me up sometimes. But so does life. If anyone is considering getting it. YOU
SHOULD.. Love the game. The artwork is great. I love the soundtrack, and the story makes me want to know more.
The game is a rogue-like puzzle-game. You are a ranger who's job is to save the kids who are lost in the woods. While not in a
level you can socialize with the npcs in the town by giving them gift. You will get items and secrets this way. You can also have
a wife\/husband. Personally i got attached to one of the npcs quite fast.
If you love puzzlegames that can be played through multiple times (random level generation) you got to play this game. The
money you spent on this game will be worth it.. This is just a first impression review of the game and it is most definitely fun
and entertaining, to the point where I am writing my first review ever! A great puzzle game with art that is enjoyable and
entertaining to play around with.
Just a side note: I'm not sure about the "rogue-like" tag. I am still on my first play several hours in and have yet to die (as a huge
fan of rogue-like games this doesnt tend to happen) In no way do I mean that with any sort of negative connotation, just pointing
out that its not typical of rogue-likes, but so far so good :)
More to come!. I watched a video of this game online and it looked pretty cool. However, nothing could prepare me for the
degree of unilateral cruelty of the random level generator, nor how immediately repetative the game becomes.
It initially reminded me of long lost point and click adventure games when I first viewed the trailer videos. However, it quickly
becomes apparent that with no clear direction or reliable strategy involved, it simply becomes a matter of randomly flinging
groups of items together until you get a favorable reaction. These are then noted in an in-game journal, and you spend the rest of
the game desperately flipping through its pages looking for some sort of advantage to be culled from the horrific assortment of
hazzards and obstacles that work to make your gaming experience both futile and frustrating.
NOT ONLY are some levels seemingly impossible to pass, but "saving your progress at shrines" only means you respawn at the
beginning of the current level... with NONE of your items or relationships SAVED!! Rogue-like indeed!
The designers do win points for a creative new type of game, great art, music and cut scenes.. So... this is late.
Wanting this game is the reason I finally got on Steam (2 years ago...) I'm usually horrid at both puzzlers and platforms... so,
progress has been made. It's delightful, whimsical and sometimes infuriating... all the things that keep it interesting.
Pros:
Storyline elements: gain and lose friendships with the NPCs.
Pleasant graphics.
Spryfox foxes and bears. oh my!
Lots to learn and it's gradual (if you can even learn it all...)
Cons:
This is not a single sit playthrough, it does get repetitive after awhile. smaller doses will keep you entertained.
. I just wanted a cute puzzle game, now I'm questioning my assumptions about life and the little ways we judge each other.. A
cute puzzle game. It's hard to describe.
Your goal: To save all the lost children in the woods and reunite them with their parents.
Your energy free controls are to move up\/downleft\/right, to pick up everything around you in the four directions, and to throw
them all at once. If you move while holding something it will take precious energy. You can match several of similar items, or
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different items, depending on "secrets" (crafting recipe?) that you learn through play or from villagers. Like throwing the axe at
a tree makes a log, and throwing two logs next to each-other makes a campfire which reduces the cost of carrying things on that
screen, or putting three beehives together makes a jar of honey which gives you a little bit of energy.
Sounds simple, but while the controls are simple, the puzzle nature of trying to get to the kids, get them to their parents (or vice
versa), get the kids to the starting area, or open pathways to another part of the forest can be complex. Sometimes it's downright
frustrating but not in a bad game design way, just a yell obsceneties at the angry racoons who claw you if get next to them, or
ninja bears who might block your path randomly way.
Don't let the art style fool you, this game starts off fairly easy, but difficulty can spike. You won't always save all the kids, but
that's okay. You can quit trying to help them at any time, but saving half or more of the kids is the minimum to make the mayor
okay with your work. (Edit: Apparently failing to save half the kids 2x in a row kills you causing the revive mechanics to fire
where you lose some of your items.)
There's an aspect of the game of getting to know the villagers that essentially breaks down to giving them the right gifts to raise
your friendship bar. I got married to one just before the end of my first game! I'll definitely be playing at least one more full
game of this title because the levels are somewhat randomly generated so it has replayability.
One full game took me between 5-6 hours.
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Road Not Taken is described as a Roguelike Puzzle game, in which you throw and move objects around with your
magic staff to rescue children trapped in the Forest. Some puzzles are hand-crafted, but the majority are procedurally
generated.
The Good: The Art and Music are great! Wonderful Art Style and the music is a nice addition to the levels.
The Bad: Procedural generation is a double-edged sword. Yes, you're going to get rooms in which things are laid out in
an easily-solvable manner, but you're also going to get rooms that are basically broken (or quickly made so by a bad
move). For example, Bear Statues "stick" to nearby objects, so if you get an object in a corner behind a Bear Statue,
you are pretty much out of luck. Good luck corraling six Deer or other animals (which move around on their own) to
unlock a door. A single novice move can render entire areas of the map inaccessible.
The Ugly: The difficulty curve is brutal, and saps fun out of the game. Year 4 (of 15) seemed to be my Year of Death
for a while, but with practice I've made it all the way to Year 8. Of course, Roguelikes have death, but after you die you
should have some incentive to want to play again. In RNT, Death only occurs after several frustrating rounds of losing
life\/energy, and then when you are at your weakest, the Doom Spirits hunt you down and kill you. Where is the fun in
that!?
The Save\/Checkpoint system actively discourages you from using it - what is up with that?
I know people will argue that the game is about hard choices and you aren't intended to save every single child in each
individual year - but that makes me wonder about the narcissistic sociopaths who lack empathy for children freezing to
death in the Forest.
In summary, my chief complaint is that the game is more frustrating than fun. There\u2019s potential here, but in
Road Not Taken\u2019s current state, I cannot recommend it.. A simple puzzle game which gets complicated quick.
Simple designe and cute, with a variety of options. But yeah, real cute, and a good way to kill time without getting to
stressed out over head shots and kill scores. You even get the option to cop out and leave up to half the kids for dead!
Go you!. This game...wow. So much can be said about this game. I can't get enough of it! Here are a few main
categories to sum up just some of the many amazing things about this spectacular game:
The Gameplay: The dungeon randomization makes every year and every life unique, and it is up to your wit and
problem solving to decide how to best craft and cluster the right items in order to get to the children. Sometimes the
game can be UNBEARABLY HARD, but you still push on 'til you die or have to return to town without having saved
all the children. Many of the negative reviews I see have to do with the difficulty of some of the dungeon generations,
and yes, it CAN get infuriating! But there's nothing wrong with just starting a new life -I did it several times and got
amazing careers afterward.
Energy preservation is key -a simple step in the wrong direction can take your life, or make your journey incredibly
more difficult, so it is best to evaluate every room before taking action. You also do countless backtracking trips as you
need to craft and arrange items with just the right amount of items, so your adjacent rooms are your friends. Low on
health? Have an axe in one room and a ninja bear in the other one? Just throw it over and kill the bear for your apple.
Need to get rid of a dark spirit AND acquire health? Take the blue fire from one room and throw it at the spirit in the
other room to get a very helpful stew.
I LOVE how creativity is emphasized -there are numerous ways to create the same item, and this mechanic can be both
beneficial (multiple ways to make food) or detrimental (multiple ways to create daemon bunnies or dark spirits). The
"teleport to mayor" mechanic can save your life in very many instances, or help you get to a room from one entrance if
the other entrance is blocked or dangerous.
Because this game uses permadeath, you should always find ways to acquire money, rice, or berries, because the game
is graceful in providing you a shrine to offer to and ensure that you will respawn. However, you lose very important
charms upon death, so sometimes leaving some children behind when in a rut is a better choice than dying and letting
your character respawn with next to nothing.
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The Art: The art is beautiful, charming, and deceptive- very gruesome and dark themes can be overlooked because of
how cutesy the art style is. The atmosphere is remarkable -the sounds, surroundings, and music totally and completely
immerse you, making you easily waste hours upon hours on this game.
The Characters: The customization in how you build your relationships -friendships and romantic- with differently
generated characters every life gives you the desire to do better in the dungeons, and thus, receive more rewards to use
as gifts to give to villagers. The dialogue is hilarious, sad, moving, touching, and sweet -the writers of this game put
great thought and work into the dialogue. It makes the game that much more alive and real to you, and in combination
with how you've built your relationships with the other characters, it can get you emotionally invested. I felt happy
when a character would do kind gestures, return romantic feelings, and became unreasonably upset and sad when they
would cheat on me (in romantic relationships) or simply decide they didn't like me anymore. I had to take a step back
once in a while to remind myself that THIS IS A GAME! XD
This game holds a dear place in my heart, because you can see all the heart and soul the development team poured into
it, and it offers infinite playtime that can always feel fresh and enjoyable. Because of this game, I have become a loyal
follower of the small game developer team -SpryFox. There is something incredible about a small indie game developer
doing so well with their games and it's encouraging for all other small groups of developers and artists that want to
make their dream games become reality.. Road Not Taken is great. It is a really well done puzzle-roguelike with a
FANTASTIC core mechanic. It is one of those games that absolutely nails the concept of easy to learn, difficult to
master. It also has a bleak yet hopeful atmosphere coursing through the entire thing, which I found very charming.
Winter is slowly overtaking a small village. You play as a forest ranger tasked with recovering children lost in the
woods. The core mechanic involves combining objects in the forest together to make new ones by picking them up and
throwing them. You can also cary objects, but doing so depletes your ever dwindling energy reserves.
There is a staggering number of items and combinations, and it's a LOT of fun to expirament with all the different
objects. Some combinations are beneficial, replentishing your energy, allowing you to manipulate the forest easier, and
save the kids easier, but others are dangerous, and you should take care not to clumsly throw things around, creating
hazardous items accidentally. However, many of the dangerous items can also be turned into bigger benefits if
combined correctly. It strikes a really great ballance between risk and reward.
Being a roguelike, it has a LOT of replay value, especially since you can forge relationships with a few of the towns
folk. If they like you, they will tell you tips, secrets, and even give you items and accessories to make your job easier, or
harder if that's what you're in to! You have the ability to replay the previous year if you really screw things up, but I
have also tried starting over from year 1 to leverage all the new combinations I have learned.
. Road Not Taken is an excellent game to experience. The story is emergent and available in small pieces, the gameplay
is simple in theory but gets more complex as you put all the parts together (similar to how one piece movement in chess
is easy but putting them all together gets complex). The goal of the game is to brave the wilds and find lost children,
and playing the game gives me a very happy feeling which means a lot since I have issues with depression. I would
recommend this game to everyone, it is well worth the price.. You want a roguelike that thinks outside of the box? Look
no further. Road Not Taken is a hard-as-nails, puzzle based, story-rich, atmospheric roguelike that breaks boundaries. This
title was expertly crafted. Lots of attention to detail, and my-oh-my is there depth. It is quite a dark game, as well.
Pros:
+Like any roguelike worth its salt, Road Not Taken has a lot of content and mystery to unravel and master. Tons of
gameplay here. I haven't even scratched the surface at 5 hours.
+Puzzles are super challenging, in a good way.
+Atmosphere and artwork are absolutely stunning. Really well done here. Lots of attention to detail.
+The story is rich and is a welcome addition to modern roguelike\/lites.
Cons:
-Yeah, its difficult, but do-able. I mention this because it looks like a fairly cute puzzle game, but it can be overwhelming at
times (especially if you want to avoid spoilers), IMO. Even in 5 hours, I haven't gotten very far.
-Addiction factor isn't the highest, but I can generally look past this, since its got tons of depth. Hard to explain. It isn't like
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BoI where its 'One more run!!' kind of thing.
A must have for any fan of the modern roguelike genre. Totally worth full price, even.. This is an amazing game, that is not
about preventing your death. No matter what, eventualy you will die, but it's about living the best life possible. Get married
have kids, or fall in love with all the ladies. It's up to you how you want to spend your life, but you will always remeber the
road you didn't choose, the kid you didn't save, the child you never had. You can even be a homosexual if you are in to that
kinda stuff.
I would recomend this game to anyone who is willing to slowley dicover a new beutiful world with all sorts of goodies and
monsters

STEAM GIVE ME MY BADGE!
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